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Abstract. A template for estimating uncertainties (unc.) of measured neutron-induced ﬁssion, (n,f), crosssections (cs) is presented. This preliminary template not only lists all expected unc. sources but also supplies
ranges of unc., estimates for correlations between unc. of the same and different experiments which can be used if
the information is nonexistent. If this template is applied systematically when estimating experimental
covariances for an evaluation, it may help in pinpointing missing unc. for individual datasets, identifying
unreasonably low unc., and estimating correlations between different experimental datasets. Thus, a detailed
unc. estimate – usually, a time-intensive procedure – can be undertaken more consistently and efﬁciently. As an
example, it is shown that unc. and correlations of 239Pu(n,f) by Merla et al. [Proceedings of the Conference on
Nuclear Data for Science and Technology 1991 Jülich (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1992), pp. 510–513], which are
questionably low in the GMA database underlying the neutron cs standards evaluations, are distinctly larger at
14.7 MeV and more strongly correlated if this template is used for reestimating the associated covariances.

1 Introduction
We present preliminary work toward a template of
uncertainties (unc.) typically encountered in neutroninduced ﬁssion, (n,f), cross-section (cs) measurements. A
rough estimate of the range of these unc., their associated
correlations for the same and between different experiments are provided which may help to estimate detailed
unc. for an evaluation, if this information is missing. It
occasionally happens that an important unc. source is
missing in EXFOR [1,2] or the literature for a dataset,
while correlations between different unc. are only rarely
reported, and even less frequently correlations between
unc. of different experiments are documented.
This template was designed to help experimentalists to
provide the information necessary for nuclear data
evaluations and evaluators in estimating detailed covariances of measured (n,f) cs systematically and efﬁciently.
By using the template and comparing it to unc. provided
for a speciﬁc dataset, one can easily identify missing unc.
and questionably low unc. and ﬁll in missing information
and estimate covariances between experimental datasets in
a consistent manner.
* e-mail: dneudecker@lanl.gov

One example why such a template is needed, is the recent
evaluation of neutron cs standards and references [3].
Portions of these evaluations, the 235,238U(n,f) and 239Pu
(n,f) cs among them, are obtained by a generalized least
squares analysis of the GMA database [4]. This database
contains experimental data and covariances reestimated
over several decades by expert judgment of experienced
evaluators and experimentalists. The resulting nuclear data
are considered to be among the most precisely and accurately
known in the nuclear data libraries, and many other reactions
are measured as ratios to these data. Nevertheless, it was
questioned whether the evaluated unc. are too low given that
they are about a factor 2–3 lower than can be achieved in any
particular ﬁssion chamber measurement, and data measured
with ﬁssion chambers were mostly used for (n,f) cs data in the
GMA evaluation procedures. Therefore, an analysis of
unknown systematic unc. [5] was included using a full overall
correlation in the evaluation process based on the spread of
data. This procedure led to a minimum evaluated unc. of
1.2% for (n,f) cs. This overall unc. provides an approximate
estimate of (a) unrecognized unc. across many datasets due
to using the same measurement method (i.e., ﬁssion
chambers), (b) missing unc. sources for individual datasets,
and (c) underestimated or missing correlations between unc.
of different measurements. The template proposed here can
help in addressing the issues (b) and (c), while (a) can be
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addressed by new types of precision measurements that shed
light on the unc. sources of conventional measurements (e.g.,
the NIFFTE TPC measurement [6]). This work can also
contribute along the same lines for CIELO evaluations which
supply covariances and as input for the WPEC SG44 project.
Section 2 discusses the data types for which this
template was established and why differentiation between
different data types is needed. The actual template is
discussed in Section 3, while an example highlighting the
advantages of applying the template is shown in Section 4
by means of the code ARIADNE [7]. The paper concludes
with a summary and outlook in Section 5.

2 Types of (n,f) cs measurement
We distinguish between six different (n,f) cs measurement
types, as different unc. sources and ranges of unc. apply
dependent on the measurement type. For instance, the
detector efﬁciency unc. needs to be quantiﬁed for an absolute
measurement, while it might reduce or cancel in clean ratio
measurements, or needs to be supplied for both detectors in
a ratio measurement using two different detectors.
In general, one can distinguish between “absolute” and
“shape” measurements. For absolute measurements, the
target mass needs to be determined to ﬁx the normalization
of the data. In shape measurements, the target mass is not
quantiﬁed and the normalization ﬂoats during the standard
evaluation procedure. One also can distinguish between
measurements of the (n,f) cs itself or the (n,f) cs as a ratio to
another reaction cs. Details on these measurement types
are provided below.
2.1 Absolute data
In an absolute measurement, the (n,f) cs is determined
directly. The normalization of the data is deﬁned by
quantifying experimentally the number of atoms in the
sample, the uniformity of the sample and the uniformity
and magnitude of the incident neutron ﬂux. Attenuation
effects are assumed to be, in general, larger than in clean
ratio measurements and about the size of indirect ratio
measurements. Multiple scattering effects are expected to
be larger for absolute measurements than for clean ratio
measurements if the same collimators and very similar
detectors are used.
2.2 Shape data
Shape measurements provide directly (n,f) cs without a set
normalization. Thus, the number of atoms in the sample is
not quantiﬁed, nor is the magnitude of the neutron ﬂux
speciﬁed, and no associated unc. need to be considered. The
same assumptions for attenuation and multiple scattering
effects apply as for absolute data.
2.3 Clean ratio absolute data
A clean ratio absolute measurement provides (n,f) cs data
measured as a ratio to a reference measurement using one
ﬁssion detector. Given that both isotopes are measured

with one detector, usually a ﬁssion chamber, both isotopes
are expected to be ﬁssile. The detector efﬁciency might
cancel for carefully designed clean ratio measurements, and
thus no associated unc. are considered. The detector
efﬁciency will not fully cancel if, for instance, the samples
are of different size. Also, in a back-to-back conﬁguration of
235
U and 238U samples, these isotopes react differently to
background neutrons, and there also may be kinematic
effect differences at higher energies E leading to nonnegligible correction factors and thus unc. for the detector
efﬁciency. Both isotopes see the same neutron ﬂux and,
therefore, it cancels out or only very small corrections
apply. Hence, no neutron ﬂux unc. apply to the total unc.
budget. Attenuation affects a clean ratio measurement less
than an absolute measurement if collimators and detectors
are of similar size and materials, because only those
neutrons which are lost between the sample of the monitor
reaction and the isotope in questions need to be considered
as neutrons lost before affect both isotopes the same way
and thus cancel. Multiple scattering effects are expected to
be less problematic as they affect both ﬁssile isotopes
similarly, but not in completely the same way. While
multiple scattering effects do not cancel completely, the
residual effect is smaller than in absolute measurements if
similar ﬁssion detectors and the same collimators, etc., are
used. Contrary to absolute measurements, the number of
atoms in the samples need to be quantiﬁed for both isotopes
rather than only for one, leading to an increased
normalization unc.
2.4 Clean ratio shape data
Clean ratio shape measurements provide (n,f) cs measured
as ratios to a reference isotope using one ﬁssion detector for
both isotopes without a set normalization. Consequently,
the number of atoms in either isotope need not be
determined, and associated unc. are not included in the
sources of unc. Otherwise, the same assumptions apply as
for clean ratio absolute data.
2.5 Indirect ratio absolute data
Indirect ratio absolute measurements provide (n,f) cs
measured as a ratio to a reference isotope. Unlike clean
ratio absolute measurements, the reference isotope is
measured with a different detector than the (n,f) cs. Using
two detectors, allows to measure the ﬁssion cs as a ratio to a
nonﬁssion reaction. This possibility is especially of interest
at low energies, where sub-threshold ﬁssion reactions show
resonances and this nonsmooth behavior makes these
reactions less ideal for ratio measurement. For example, a
239
Pu(n,f) cs measured as a ratio to 10B(n, a) is an indirect
ratio measurement. Since different detectors are used for
both measurements, the detector efﬁciency and associated
unc. have to be provided for both measurements. However,
both isotopes see the same neutron ﬂux; therefore, it
cancels out or only a small correction has to be made, and
the associated unc. need not be considered. Attenuation is
expected to affect indirect ratio data more than clean ratio
data if the same collimators and ﬁssion detectors are used,
as the neutron beam has to travel through more material to
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Table 1. A list of unc. sources typically encountered in (n,f) ﬁssion cs measurements is provided together with a range of
unc., their correlations, and comments on possible cross-correlations between unc. of different experimental datasets as a
rough estimate if no information is provided for a speciﬁc experiment.
Unc. source

Typical range

Cor(Expi, Expi)

Cor(Expi, Expj) i ≠ j

Sample mass
Counting statistics
Attenuation
Detector efﬁciency
FF angular distribution
Background
Energy unc.
Neutron ﬂux
Multiple scattering
Impurities in the sample
Dead time

>1%
Sample and measurement time-dependent
0.02%–2%
0–0.3%, 1%–2%
≈0.1%
0.2–>10%
1%, 1–3 ns
0%, >1%
0.2%–1%
Sample-dependent
>0.1%

Full
Diagonal
Gaussian
Full < 10 MeV
Gaussian
Gaussian
From conversion
0.5–Full
Gaussian
0.9–1
Full

≠ 0 if same sample used
0
Likely
Likely, 0.5–1
Likely, 0.75–1.0
Possible
Technique-dependent
Technique-dependent
0.5–0.75
0.5–0.75
0

induce the monitor reaction. Multiple scattering effects are
expected to be reduced less than in clean ratio measurements, as they affect the ﬁssile isotopes distinctly
differently than a nonﬁssile monitor isotope due to their
different cs. While multiple scattering effects cancel to
some extent, additional material present in the neutron
beam produces more scattering compared to absolute
measurements using similar ﬁssion detectors and the same
collimators, etc. The multiple scattering effect still can be
reduced compared to absolute measurements, depending
on the speciﬁcs of the material in the measurement area. As
for clean ratio absolute data, the number of atoms in the
sample need to be quantiﬁed for both isotopes.
2.6 Indirect ratio shape data
Indirect ratio shape data provide (n,f) cs measured as a
ratio to a reference reaction. The total unc. budget of
indirect ratio shape data does not include unc. due to the
number of atoms in either isotope because shape data do
not have set normalizations. Otherwise, the same assumptions apply as for clean ratio absolute data.

3 Template of uncertainties
Below, we describe unc. sources typically encountered in
(n,f) cs measurements, a reasonable range of these unc.
relative to the measured quantity, and an estimate of the
correlations between unc. of the same and different
experiments. This information is summarized in Tables 1
and 2. The unc. sources typically encountered were
established by extracting unc. sources found for all 239Pu
(n,f) cs in the GMA database. The ranges of unc. and
correlations are preliminary, established based on discussions with experimentalists and information found in
EXFOR and GMA entries. A broad literature study is
currently missing.
This template can be used to compare to unc. provided
for a measurement, pin-point missing unc., or questionably
low unc. for a detailed unc. estimate. It provides a rough

estimate for missing information for both unc. and
correlation information. It is a “poor man’s” choice and
should not be used instead of reasonable information
provided in EXFOR or the literature for a measurement.
However, it is still better than assuming the missing unc. is
0 which would effectively give the experimental data more
weight in the evaluation than is physically justiﬁed.
3.1 Sample mass unc. dN
The sample mass has to be determined for all absolute type
measurements. Closely related to the sample mass is its
chemical and physical composition since that affects the
atom number determination. Unc. in the corrections of
impurities in the samples are described below. If only part
of the sample is illuminated by the neutron-beam, the
sample mass has to be determined along with the size of the
neutron beam. It also needs to be known if the neutronbeam, the sample(s) or both are nonuniform to derive the
correct (n,f) cs from measured counts. If multiple samples
are used, the sample mass and nonuniformity of each
sample need to be quantiﬁed.
The unc. in determining the sample mass is a dominant
unc. source for any type of absolute measurements. It is hard
to achieve an unc. better than 1% for ﬁssion deposits,
especially if it estimates possible biases in the sample mass,
the nonuniformity of the sample and beam. If just the unc. in
the mass of the sample are accounted for, 0.5% is a realistic
rough estimate. In any absolute ratio measurement, unc. for
both samples need to be accounted for, and this leads to an
increased total dN compared to absolute measurements.
As one or a set of samples is usually used for all energies
of one measurement, an error in the sample mass would
affect all cs equally. Thus, a biased sample mass leads to an
error in the normalization of the measured observable.
Hence, the correlation matrix associated with dN is usually
fully correlated for all E of one measurement. Crosscorrelations of 1 between dN of different experiments would
arise if the same samples (not necessarily the same
detectors) are used and their mass and uniformity are
determined with the same techniques.
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Table 2. An estimated range of unc. for speciﬁc unc. sources is listed for absolute, absolute clean ratio and absolute
indirect ratio data. The unc. for shape data of the same kind are analogous except for dN which is 0%.
Unc. source

Absolute

Absolute clean ratio

Absolute indirect ratio

Sample mass
Counting statistics
Attenuation
Detector efﬁciency
FF angular distribution
Background
Energy unc.
Neutron ﬂux
Multiple scattering
Impurities in the sample
Dead time

>1%
Sample & measurement time-dependent
0.2%–2%
1%–2%
≈0.1%
0.2–>10%
1%, 1–3 ns
>1%
0.2%–1%
Sample-dependent
>0.1%

Both samples
Both, combined
0.02%–0.2%
0%–0.3%
Less than absolute
0.2–>10%
Combined
Cancels or small
Less than absolute
Both samples
Both combined

Both samples
Both samples
0.2%–2%
1%–2%, 0.5%–1%
≈0.1%
0.2–>10%
Both detectors
Cancels or small
0.2%–1%
Both samples
Both detectors

3.2 Counting statistics unc. dc
The ﬁnite counting time leads to a limited number of
measured counts and thus to dc. It depends on the counting
time, the cs itself and the binning size chosen for the data.
The larger the incident energy bins, the smaller dc.
Unc. as low as 0.2% are physically possible, but
dc = 0% is impossible. If dc is missing, a reasonable
estimate could be achieved by using dc agreeing on
average with those of other measurements of the same
observable in a similar energy range and binning. In
ratio measurements, dc is often given combined, for
counts of both samples, although it might be technically
possible to provide dc for both samples separately. It is,
however, important that the experimentalist documents
whether dc on the ratio data includes unc. for both
samples or just the isotope in question. Otherwise, an
additional dc for the monitor sample needs to be added
arbitrarily if dc is suspiciously low.
dc is random in nature for each E, and, therefore, has 0
correlation between different E for the same and between
different experiments.
3.3 Attenuation unc. db
Attenuation means the loss of incident neutrons in the
structural material or gas before the isotope ﬁssions. The
absolute size of the effect depends on the material between
the neutron beam and the ﬁssion target. It is expected to
be smallest for clean ratio measurements as only the
neutrons lost between the two targets have to be
accounted for, while in absolute/shape measurements
all neutrons lost on the way to the target have to be
accounted for. The correction is larger for indirect than
clean ratio measurements, if the material and size of
ﬁssion detector and collimators are very similar due to the
amount of material in the beam. Usually, the correction
for attenuation (often combined with a correction for
multiple scattering) is calculated with a program such as
MCNP-6.2 [8]. These calculations and db depend on the
physics models, nuclear data used, and the goodness of the
input model of the code.

For clean ratio measurements, db is expected to be
given combined for the actinide in question and the
monitor isotope, as attenuation between both foils is
assessed in a combined manner. For indirect ratio
measurements, db could be given separately. For indirect
ratio and absolute measurements, db could be approximately 2% up to 200 keV, decreases linearly to 0.2% at
20 MeV, and stays constant above. For clean ratio
measurements, the shape of the unc. dependence on E is
expected to be the same but an order magnitude less in size.
db is expected to be highly correlated for energies close
together for the same experiment because nuclear data
used in the codes to simulate attenuation effects are often
strongly correlated for neighboring energy bins. For
energies far apart, the correlation is assumed to decrease
because different reaction types might contribute to the
simulation. A possible, speculative, correlation shape
would be a Gaussian-shaped functional form,
 h
i2 
: ð1Þ
Cori;j ¼ exp  ðEiout  Ejout Þ=maxðEiout ; Ejout Þ
Nonzero correlations between different experiments
arise when the same code or underlying nuclear data are
used. Equation (1) can be used as an assumption for the
cross-correlations.
3.4 Detector efﬁciency unc. de
Detector efﬁciencies less than unity account for the loss of
ﬁssion fragment counts and are usually calculated with
programs such as TRIM [9]. The efﬁciency is constant up to
about 10 MeV, and follows a functional form of E deﬁned by
kinematics calculations for E >10 MeV.
de applies to absolute, shape, and indirect ratio data.
Even in clean ratio measurements, the detector efﬁciency,
and hence de, might not fully cancel as noted above,
especially at high E due to kinematic effects affecting the
two isotopes differently, leading to de ≈ 0.3%. In absolute
and shape measurements, de ≈ 1%–2% is reasonable based
on expert judgment. In an indirect ratio measurement, de
needs to be given for the ﬁssion detector and for the
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detector measuring the monitor reaction. As mentioned
above, de =1.0%–2.0% is realistic for the ﬁssion chamber,
while 1.0% could be assumed for an a counter.
We expect the de to be fully correlated for E  10 MeV,
and above a weakening of correlations following equation
(1) if no correlation information is provided. If several unc.
sources deﬁned here are lumped together in a “detector
efﬁciency unc.” (e.g., what is termed da, the ﬁssion
fragment angular distribution correction unc., and de
here), the correlations might no longer be fully correlated.
Therefore, one should always be careful what the author
includes in a speciﬁc unc. component. When estimating
correlations between experiments, one needs to distinguish
clearly whether the measurements involved are absolute,
clean ratio, or indirect ratio measurements. If the same or
very similar underlying assumptions were used to determine the detector efﬁciency values of two different absolute
or shape experiments using both ﬁssion chambers, an
overall correlation of around 0.5–0.75 between the experiments can be assumed. The same underlying assumptions
are, for instance, usage of the same code with the same
nuclear data, or usage of the same kinematics calculations.
In the case of indirect ratio measurements relative to, e.g.,
the 10B(n,a) or 6Li(n,a) monitor reactions, one needs to
assess correlations between de of both detectors. We assume
that the correlations between these two types of detectors
are zero due to different underlying assumptions while the
correlations between de of the same detector type are
described above.
3.5 Fission fragment angular distribution correction
unc. da
There are two different contributions which could lead to an
anisotropic ﬁssion fragment angular distribution: (1) The
kinematic boost of the ﬁssion fragments above 10 MeV which
is fairly well understood and can be corrected. It might be
considered in the detector efﬁciency, and, then, the
associated unc. is part of de. This effect is expected to be
the same for two different ﬁssile targets and is expected to
cancel for clean ratio measurements using two targets of the
same thickness with both deposits facing in the same
direction. The effect is present in absolute or shape
measurements, and remains for indirect ratio measurements
if the monitor isotope is nonﬁssile. (2) The inherent
anisotropy of ﬁssion fragment emission depends on the
isotopes measured. Therefore, it does not cancel in any type
of measurement. The effect might be smaller for clean ratio
measurements than absolute/shape or indirect ratio measurements if the anisotropy of ﬁssion fragment emission is
similar for the actinide in question and the monitor isotope.
The ﬁssion fragment distribution is assumed to be isotropic
up to 50–500 keV depending on the isotope. This effect is not
well-studied, and it is a possible unc. source affecting many
measurements. It can lead to signiﬁcant da at high energies if
the detector efﬁciency is small.
For highly efﬁcient ﬁssion chambers, da is expected to
be small and 0% is possible for all measurement types. For
E < 100 keV, ﬁssion fragments are expected to be emitted
isotropically and the kinematic boost is negligible, hence,
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da can be assumed to be 0% even for less efﬁcient chambers.
For indirect ratio, absolute, and shape measurements using
a non high-efﬁcient ﬁssion chamber, however, the anisotropy of ﬁssion fragments can have an impact for E > 5 MeV
leading to da of up to a few %. In clean ratio measurements,
da  0.1% at all E if the ﬁssion fragment distribution is
similar for both isotopes.
The unc. of the kinematic boost are highly correlated as
the same functional form is used. A Gaussian correlation
shape as described in equation (1) could be used as an
approximation with all correlation coefﬁcient above 0.75. A
similar assumption could be made for the unc. related to
correcting for the inherent anisotropy of the ﬁssion
fragments as these are corrected by strongly correlated
data. An overall correlation factor of 0.75–1.0 is recommended for estimating the correlations between da of
different experiments as in general the same calculations or
data are used.
3.6 Background determination unc. db
Usually, the background is measured and ﬁtted to a
functional form which is then used to correct the measured
count rate for the background. The background and db
depend strongly on the measurement environment, energy
E and the facility producing the neutron-beam. Therefore,
it is difﬁcult to estimate db applicable to many experiments
of different facilities. Background affects all type of
measurements because of different threshold of reactions
in ratio measurements.
Usually, db is one of the dominant unc. sources. It is
technically possible to achieve db as low as 0.2%–0.3%,
while several tens of % can be realistic if the measurement
was not carefully designed to minimize background.
db = 0.5% is a realistic lower limit to be assigned if it is
missing. For example, if Monte Carlo techniques are used
to simulate the neutron environment, the multiple
scattering correction unc., dm, is lumped together with
db. If neither of those unc. are given for an absolute, shape,
or indirect ratio measurement, a lower-limit estimate
would be between 0.5% and 1.0%. For clean ratio
measurements, the lower limit estimate would be 0.5%,
as multiple scattering should partially cancel.
If a functional form with few parameters is used, a
strong correlation is expected between background unc. of
neighboring points. If the functional form is explicitly
given, it can be used to derive correlations from it,
otherwise the Gaussian shape of equation (1) with a
correlation above 0.5 could be used. If two measurements
were undertaken at the same facility but the background
correction methods differ, or at different facilities with the
same method, we assume an overall correlation of 0.5, 0.75
if they were undertaken at the same facility and used the
same background correction, otherwise 0.
3.7 Energy unc. dE
Time-of-ﬂight (TOF) length unc., dEl, and time resolution
unc., dEt, apply to TOF measurements, while unc. relative
to the energy E are provided for mono-energetic measurements (e.g., associated particle measurements).
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dE = 1%–5% relative to energy are possible for monoenergetic measurements. If dEl or dEt are missing for ﬁssion
chambers, 3 mm or 1–3 ns, respectively, would be a realistic
estimate. The TOF-path length needs to be well-known to
convert these unc. into those relative to the (n,f) cs. dEl and
dEt apply to absolute, shape and clean ratio measurements,
as only one detector – a ﬁssion detector – is used for the
measurement, while they need to be provided for both
detectors for indirect ratio measurements. One can also
estimate dEt to be 1–3 ns for detectors measuring the 10B
(n,a) or 6Li(n,a) reaction, if missing, where 3 ns is the upper
bound for any of the detectors mentioned above. This
estimate is applicable to older measurements where the
electronics were slower and electronic drift had to be
corrected, while dEt of 0.5–1 ns can be reached in today’s
10
B(n,a) or 6Li(n,a) measurements. (or even more near the
threshold)
The average correlation of energy unc. in monoenergetic measurements is estimated to be 0.5 in energy
space due to a mixture of random and systematic
components in determining the E. For the associated
particle method, the energy of the associated particle is
measured and used to derive E given the known energy of
the neutron-producing particle leading to the mixture of
random and systematic components. Low correlations of
0–0.25 are assumed to appear only between dE of different
experiments if the same technique was used. The
correlations between different dEl and dEt arise from the
conversion of dEl and dEt in mm and ns to an unc. relative to
the (n,f) cs. Correlations between dEt of different experiments only apply if both measurements are TOF measurements. We estimate the correlation between dEt of different
experiments to be high (0.8) if the same detector is used for
both measurements because usually different electronics
are used, and that can lead to random shifts in one or
another direction, dependent on the neutron ﬂux. If the
same detector type (not the same detector) is used at
different facilities, this overall correlation drops down to
0.5. No correlations between dEl of different experiments
are assumed.
3.8 Neutron ﬂux determination unc. df
The neutron ﬂux has to be determined only for absolute
measurements. Only its shape is quantiﬁed for shape
measurements, and it cancels or reduces to a small
correction factor in ratio measurements resulting in a df
of 0%. The neutron ﬂux depends strongly on the facility
where it was produced, but methods to quantify it can be
the same, resulting in correlations between df of different
experiments. In some cases, the neutron ﬂux is measured
relative to (n,p) scattering. The unc. related to (n,p)
scattering are very low, but it is difﬁcult to use and, hence,
the method and the experimental set-up can introduce
additional unc. In the associated particle method, the
neutron ﬂux is determined by measuring the random
coincidences of charged particles with the neutronproducing reaction while ﬁssion events are recorded. E is
then determined by the kinematics of the charged particles.

The neutron ﬂux is very hard to determine better than
1% so this can be used as a lower limit. It is thus a major
unc. source for absolute measurements. df is sometimes
coined “random coincidences” in measurement using the
associated particle method. For measurements as ratios to
(n,p), unc. for this measurement and nuclear data unc.
should be taken into account.
Usually, the shape of the neutron ﬂux is known very well,
but how it is derived results in a not fully correlated df. If
nuclear data were used to determine the neutron ﬂux, a
covariance matrix is usually provided for these data, and it
can be used to estimate covariances for df. When estimating
the correlations between df of the same measurement using
the associated particle method, the correlations are
weakened because of the statistical unc. contribution of
the random coincidence measurement. One would expect
nonzero correlations to arise between absolute measurements employing the same technique to determine the
neutron ﬂux and zero otherwise. We estimate a correlation of
0.5 between df of two measurements employing either the
associated particle method or measuring relative to (n,p)
scattering. This estimate is based on the fact that usually
similar techniques, the same nuclear data and/or detectors
are used to measure the ﬂux, while random counting
statistics unc. reduce the overall correlation factor.
3.9 Multiple scattering correction unc. dm
As multiple scattering, we understand neutrons loosing
energy before causing ﬁssion because of scattering in
collimators and the detector(s). This effect results in an
assumed (n,f) cs assigned to an erroneously higher E than
really is the case. While the size of this effect depends on the
measurement environment, collimators and detectors used,
it is expected to be largest in absolute and shape
measurements, smaller for indirect ratio measurements
and smallest for clean ratio measurements, as detailed
above. Usually, multiple scattering corrections are calculated with codes such as MCNP-6.2 [8] and measurements
are made to verify these simulations.
The correction itself is usually small, but the unc. dm on
this correction can be large and 1% is not unlikely, while 0%
is unreasonable. Often, dm is reported combined with db. If
neither of those unc. are given for absolute, shape or
indirect ratio measurements, a conservative estimate
would be between 0.5% and 1.0%. For clean ratio
measurements, a combined lower-limit estimate, db and
dm, of 0.5% is reasonable, although reaching unc. as low as
0.2%–0.3% is also technically possible. Nonzero correlations between dm for all measurement types of the same
and different experiments arise because the same or similar
codes, nuclear data, or physics assumptions were used for
the corrections. In lieu of a precalculated correlation
matrix, we estimate the correlations of dm for the same
experiment to follow the shape in equation (1), mirroring
the behavior of nuclear data covariances, while an overall
correlation of 0.5 is estimated roughly for correlations
between experiments if auxiliary measurements are
employed to validate the simulated correction.
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3.10 Unc. due to correction of impurities in the sample
dz
If an, e.g., 235,238U or 239Pu, (n,f) cs measurement is
undertaken above threshold with a sample of purity ≥ 99%,
the correction of impurities is usually small. However, it
can be large for sub-threshold reactions and less pure
samples. The level of the contamination and the (n,f) cs of
the contaminating isotopes need to be known to correct for
the impurities. The former effect leads usually to larger
unc. than the latter. If dz is missing, reasonable estimates
can be achieved by comparing to measurements of the same
isotope, with similar contaminants in a similar energy
range.
The unc. of the absolute value of the contamination in
the sample is fully correlated, as one sample is employed for
the whole measurement. The unc. on the (n,f) cs of the
contamination has a nuclear data covariance matrix which is
usually not fully correlated. The covariance matrix related to
dz can be estimated by combining the covariances described
above. If that is not possible because only a joint dz is given,
equation (1) can be used such that no correlation coefﬁcient
is smaller than 0.9. We estimate an overall correlation factor
of 0.5–0.75 between dz of different experiments using the
same isotopes because usually the same starting material and
manufacturing process are employed to generate the sample
as well as the same methods determining their impurities and
the same nuclear data are used for the impurity correction.
The same starting material and manufacturing process
would also lead to a similar amount of contamination in the
samples. If the same samples are used for two measurements
as well as the same methods for the contamination
correction, the correlation between dz is 1.
3.11 Nuclear data unc. ds ND
Nuclear data might be needed to convert ratio data to (n,f)
cs data. Usually, covariances are supplied for the nuclear
data which can be used for estimating correlations between
ds ND for the same experiment or between different experiments if the same nuclear data are used. It is very important
that the experimentalist speciﬁes exactly which nuclear data
are used by citing the version/number as covariances of
ds ND can be estimated easily (if the experimentalists provide
partial rather than total unc.) and nuclear data can be
updated with improved evaluated data.
3.12 Dead time correction unc. dd
During the dead time of a detector (or in older measurements the computer processing dead time), no counts are
detected and corrections need to be applied for all types of
measurements. Even for clean ratio measurements, the
detector halves can have a different dead time. For
instance, a-particles produced in a 239Pu(n,f) measurement
generate much higher count rates than when measuring
235
U(n,f) leading to different dead times. The effect of dead
time can amount to several % but it can be corrected
accurately, so a dd = 0.1% is reasonable. Pile-up of signals
causes a dead time that is harder to correct becoming an
issue for very high rate experiments.
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Usually the shape of the dead time correction is very
well known from statistical laws leading to the assumption
that dd is fully correlated for the same experiment. As it is
measured separately for each experiment, we assume zero
correlation between dd of different experiments.

4 Example applying the template
4.1 Reestimation of GMA dataset DS611
As an example, to show how the template can aid in
estimating detailed unc., the unc. of the dataset DS611 in
GMA by Merla et al. [10–12] were reestimated. This 239Pu
(n,f) dataset was chosen as it has the lowest total unc. (1%)
compared with all other absolute 239Pu(n,f) GMA data. A
1% total unc. is questionable given that it is hard to
measure the neutron ﬂux and the background to better
than 1.0% and 0.5%, respectively. In the associated
EXFOR entry, only partial unc. for the energy and dm
are provided along with a questionably low total unc. It is
unclear where the partial unc. listed in GMA and tabulated
in Table 3 are coming from. However, it is noteworthy that
the total unc. in EXFOR and GMA are comparable.
The partial unc. were reestimated based on Table 1 in
reference [12] providing typical unc. ranges for the
associated particle method and in comparison to the
template presented here. For instance, for dN, de and db the
largest unc. of the range provided in reference [12] was
chosen based on the information in the template.
Comparing the unc. sources provided in the template with
those in GMA highlighted that da and dz were missing. dz
could be added easily based on information provided for
measurements at different E of the same group with the
same sample [10], while da was estimated based on Table 1.
The resulting total unc. in Figure 1 calculated with
ARIADNE are distinctly larger than those in GMA and
EXFOR. They are more reasonable considering the unc. in
this template but also given that the second smallest total
unc. for absolute 239Pu(n,f) in GMA amounts to 2%.
In Figure 1, reestimated unc. are shown also for GMA
datasets DS615–617 which were measured by the same
collaboration. The total reestimated unc. of DS615 and
DS617 are very similar to the total unc. estimated in GMA
given the detailed unc. analysis provided in reference [10].
The reestimated unc. of dataset DS616 is slightly smaller
than the GMA total unc. because the statistical unc.
provided in EXFOR (dc =1.52%) is used for the reestimate
rather than the 2.52% provided in Table 2 of reference [10]
which was used in GMA. dc =2.52% was assumed to be
erroneous as the total unc. in the same table was given with
2.39%, i.e., lower than dc.
4.2 Reestimation of correlations between GMA
datasets DS611, DS615–617
The template was also used to estimate correlations
between the datasets DS611, DS615–617 in GMA. They are
treated separately in GMA, but are given within two
EXFOR entries, and were actually measured by the same
group of scientists with the same equipment. Hence, strong
correlations should apply because of correlations between
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Table 3. The unc. of the data by Merla et al. – “DS611” in GMA – provided in EXFOR, GMA and reestimated here are listed
for each unc. source of the template. All unc. are given in % with dE given relative to E and all others relative to the cs.
Unc. source

EXFOR

GMA

Reestimate

Sample mass
Counting statistics
Attenuation
Detector efﬁciency
FF angular distribution
Background
Energy unc.
Neutron ﬂux
Multiple scattering
Impurities in the sample
Dead time

–
–
–
–
–
–
0.2
–
0.4
–
–

0.6
0.3
0.2
0.1
–
0.2
0.3+1
0.3+0.5
0.3
–
–

1.0
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.4
0.9
–

Total unc.

1.1

1.0

1.7

Fig. 1. The data of Merla et al. [10–12] are shown as given in the
ﬁle GMA.res (dated Feb. 3, 2017) of GMA and in EXFOR along
with a reestimated total unc. The ﬁle GMA.res gives all
experimental data with total uncertainties after data reduction
to a common energy grid. Therefore, GMA E and cs values differ
slightly from their EXFOR values.

dN, db, de, da, db, dE, d’, dm and dz of these data. The total
correlations reestimated using correlation information in
the template are distinctly larger than in GMA (Fig. 2).
These larger correlations are justiﬁed given that all data
were measured within the same experiment using the same
equipment. The template aided here in highlighting
missing correlations.

shown for the 239Pu prompt ﬁssion neutron spectrum and
the Jezebel assembly in reference [13]. Estimating
detailed unc. is a time-intensive procedure and unc.
sources and correlations could be easily overlooked
leading to underestimated unc. As an example, the
evaluated 235,238U and 239Pu(n,f) unc. provided by the
standards community were just increased by introducing
an unknown systematic unc. source, given the suspicion
that they are unreasonably small due to missing unc. and
correlations.
Therefore, a template was created listing typical unc.
sources, their expected ranges, and correlations between
the same and different experiments for (n,f) cs. This
template should aid in identifying missing unc. sources and
ﬁlling in the missing information on relative unc. and
correlations in a systematic and efﬁcient manner. It can
also aid experimentalists in providing unc. information for
their measurements. As example, it was shown how the
template aided in reestimating unc. of 239Pu(n,f) cs
included in the standards evaluation database. The
resulting unc. and correlations are no longer unreasonably
low.
The template is preliminary, as presented at the CW2017
workshop, and it is mostly based on expert judgment gained
from discussing the issues with experimentalists. In the near
future, a broad literature research will be undertaken to
provide additional and more reﬁned information. This
updated template will then be applied to estimate ﬁssion cs
unc. in GMA, and it will be studied if adding missing, but
known, unc. and correlations might lead to more reasonable
evaluated unc. comparable to those estimated now by
introducing an unknown unc. source.

5 Summary and outlook
Author contribution statement
Considering unc. estimated in a detailed way versus a
simpliﬁed manner can impact evaluated data, benchmark
simulations and their unc. distinctly, as was for instance

D. Neudecker established the template in Tables 1 and 2
based on work of B. Hejnal and discussions with
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Fig. 2. The total correlations of Merla et al. data in GMA (right-hand side) are compared to the reestimated ones.

F. Tovesson, M.C. White and D.L. Smith. B. Hejnal and
D. Neudecker derived algorithms to be used for the
uncertainty estimate in Section 4, D. Neudecker
extended ARIADNE [7] to include these algorithms
and undertook the uncertainty estimate in Section 4.
B. Hejnal extracted information from all 239Pu(n,f) cs
measurements in GMA which was the basis for establishing the types of (n,f) cs measurements, uncertainty
sources and ranges of uncertainties for these different
sources. This information was veriﬁed and extended in
discussions with F. Tovesson, M.C. White and D.L.
Smith. F. Tovesson, M.C. White and D.L. Smith
provided key input about (n,f) cs measurements in
general and which uncertainty sources should be
considered for (n,f) cs measurement, what reasonable
sizes of these uncertainties are and assumptions for
correlations if this information is not provided for a
particular measurement. D. Vaughan provided guidance
from a general uncertainty quantiﬁcation point of view,
especially on the estimation algorithm for the covariances. R. Capote supplied key information from the neutron
data standards effort and provided input on the needs of
the neutron data standard evaluation effort.
This work was carried out partly under the auspices of the NNSA
of the U.S. Department of Energy at LANL under Contract No.
DE-AC52-06NA25396.
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